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Technical Writing for Success Pearson Education
You've heard the hype about Hadoop: it runs petabyte–scale data mining
tasks insanely fast, it runs gigantic tasks on clouds for absurdly cheap, it's
been heavily committed to by tech giants like IBM, Yahoo!, and the
Apache Project, and it's completely open-source (thus free). But what
exactly is it, and more importantly, how do you even get a Hadoop cluster
up and running? From Apress, the name you've come to trust for hands–on
technical knowledge, Pro Hadoop brings you up to speed on Hadoop. You
learn the ins and outs of MapReduce; how to structure a cluster, design,
and implement the Hadoop file system; and how to build your first
cloud–computing tasks using Hadoop. Learn how to let Hadoop take care
of distributing and parallelizing your software—you just focus on the code,
Hadoop takes care of the rest. Best of all, you'll learn from a tech
professional who's been in the Hadoop scene since day one. Written from
the perspective of a principal engineer with down–in–the–trenches
knowledge of what to do wrong with Hadoop, you learn how to avoid the
common, expensive first errors that everyone makes with creating their
own Hadoop system or inheriting someone else's. Skip the novice stage
and the expensive, hard–to–fix mistakes...go straight to seasoned pro on
the hottest cloud–computing framework with Pro Hadoop. Your
productivity will blow your managers away.

Programming in C Yale University Press
Intended as the primary text for introductory courses on
medical anthropology, this book integrates human biological
data relevant to health and disease with both evolutionary
theory and the social environments that more often than not
produce major challenges to health and survival.
Becausestudents who take this fastest-growing anthropology

course come from a variety of disciplines (anthropology, biology,
especially pre-med students, and health sciences, especially), the
text does not assume anything beyond a basic high-school level
familiarity with human biology and anthropology. Theauthors
first present basic biological information on a particular health
condition and then expand their analysis to include evolutionary,
historical, and cross-cultural perspectives. Among the topics
covered are nutrition, infectious disease, stress, reproductive
health, behavioral disease, aging,race/racism and health, mental
health, and healers and healing.
A Networking Approach to Grid Computing CRC Press
User-friendly and up-to-date, these National Electrical
Code?Tabs are a great way to organize the NEC? 2008.
These self-adhesive tabs can reduce the time spent
searching to find key information. Tabs are durable and
allow for positioning adjustments after being placed on the
code paper. Affordable and time-saving, these are a must-
have for NEC? users.
PHP 5 Recipes Apress
A very dirty book about a very unusual relationship.
Engineering Physics-I Oxford University Press, USA
Taking an applied approach to teaching workplace writing,
TECHNICAL WRITING FOR SUCCESS 3E is a comprehensive text
designed to focus on skills that employers demand in today's workplace-
thinking, listening, composing, revising, and editing. Students are
encouraged to acquire many workplace skills through integrated and
applied instruction so that mastering technical writing is relevant and
exciting. Abundant model documents reflect Office 2007 formats and
include questions providing critical thinking opportunities. This
comprehensive text features an engaging writing style, student and real-
world models, write-to-learn activities, expanded oral presentation
coverage, and much more. TECHNICAL WRITING FOR SUCCESS
3E provides instruction on the less common documents not covered in
general communication texts, e.g., proposals, news releases, science lab

reports, and instructions. Chapter contents include technical research;
writing for the Web; brief informative, brief investigative and
recommendation reports; as well as technical reading. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
Medical Anthropology BP Books
Computer and Communication NetworksPearson Education
Engineering Mathematics: Volume II Elektor International Media
Computer Fundamentals and Programming in C 2e is designed to
serve as a textbook for students of engineering (BE/B Tech),
computer applications (BCA/MCA), and computer science (B Sc)
for an introductory core course on computers and programming
in C.
GRE Math Workbook Pearson Education India
For fans of Girl Friends and Strawberry Panic comes the New York Times
Bestselling yuri series! Yuzuko Aihara, a high school girl whose main interests
are fashion, friends, and having fun, is about to get a reality check. Due to her
mom’s remarriage, Yuzu has transfered to a new, all-girls school that is
extemely strict. Her real education is about to begin. From Day One, happy-
go-lucky Yuzu makes enemies, namely the beautiful yet stern Student Council
President Mei. So what happens when a dejected Yuzu returns home and
discovers the shock of her life: that Mei is actually her new step-sister who has
come to live with her? Even more surprising, when Mei catches Yuzu off-
guard and kisses her out of the blue, what does it all mean?
Separating Fact from Fantasy in Paleontology Cengage Learning
As technology continues to expand and develop, the internet of
things (IoT) is playing a progressive role in the infrastructure of
electronics. The increasing amount of IoT devices, however, has
led to the emergence of significant privacy and security challenges.
Security and Privacy Issues in Sensor Networks and IoT is a
collection of innovative research on the methods and applications
of protection disputes in the internet of things and other
computing structures. While highlighting topics that include cyber
defense, digital forensics, and intrusion detection, this book is
ideally designed for security analysts, IT specialists, software
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developers, computer engineers, industry professionals,
academicians, students, and researchers seeking current research on
defense concerns in cyber physical systems.
Top 10 Seoul Apress
HOW IS THIS TOEFL BOOK DIFFERENT? This TOEFL book is different
because it uses an integrated vocabulary learning system called recycling.
Recycling is simple. Each exercise is divided into four quizzes. Quiz 1, a
multiple-choice vocabulary quiz, introduces ten new words. Next, you will do
Quiz 2, which is a sentence-completion quiz based on the ten words in Quiz 1.
Next, you will do Quiz 3, a spelling quiz. The speaker in the audio will say the
same ten words in turn. You will then have ten seconds to spell each word by
saying it and typing it. Finally, you will do Quiz 4, which is a 60-word typing
test based on the ten new words you have been recycling through Quizzes 1, 2
and 3, plus words, phrases and idioms recycled from previous exercises.
BONUS MATERIAL Learn essential rhetorical strategies and a test-proven
way to develop opinion-based and fact-based TOEFL essays.
A Textbook of Electronic Circuits OUP India
Thousands of students have successfully improved their writing and
design skills using Anderson's TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION: A
READER-CENTERED APPROACH. Known for its treatment of the
rhetorical situation and coverage of usefulness and persuasion, this
edition renews the focus on the reader-centered approach and includes
new learning outcomes at the start of each chapter to help students gain
more from their reading. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
Grid Computing John Wiley & Sons
Elmasri, Levine, and Carrick's "spiral approach" to teaching operating systems
develops student understanding of various OS components early on and helps
students approach the more difficult aspects of operating systems with
confidence. While operating systems have changed dramatically over the
years, most OS books use a linear approach that covers each individual OS
component in depth, which is difficult for students to follow and requires
instructors to constantly put materials in context. Elmasri, Levine, and Carrick
do things differently by following an integrative or "spiral" approach to
explaining operating systems. The spiral approach alleviates the need for an
instructor to "jump ahead" when explaining processes by helping students
"completely" understand a simple, working, functional system as a whole in
the very beginning. This is more effective pedagogically, and it inspires
students to continue exploring more advanced concepts with confidence.
Yes, Roya CreateSpace
The latest edition of the critically acclaimed Small Animal
Endoscopy presents informative, practical, and up-to-date
guidance on endoscopic indications, instrumentation, patient
preparation, and techniques. Todd R. Tams and Clarence A.
Rawlings, the foremost experts in veterinary endoscopy, provide
the novice as well as the advanced practitioner with the

information needed to deliver the safest, high-quality endoscopic
services for small animals, including avian and exotics. Chapters are
organized consistently and lavishly illustrated to help you easily find
and understand key concepts and procedures. This edition includes
a companion website with expert demonstrations of techniques.
Enables you to deliver the safest, high quality care and a wider range
of services to the pets of increasingly concerned and savvy owners.
Features cutting-edge information on minimally invasive
procedures to improve diagnostic accuracy, reduce operating time,
improve success, minimize post-operative stress and pain, and
promote faster healing. Helps you recognize the many indications
for endoscopy in everyday practice. Covers a vast range of topics in
a clear, concise and readable style. Describes instrumentation,
examination, and sample procurement techniques in detail. Shows
both normal and abnormal findings you may encounter during a
procedure in an atlas of images in relevant chapters. Provides
minimally invasive examination and surgical options for
veterinarians treating uniquely sensitive avian and exotic patients.
Provides step-by-step instructions on specific techniques. Helps
beginners master endoscopic diagnosis and treatment and more
experienced endoscopists utilize their endoscopic equipment to its
fullest capacity.
308 Circuits Seven Seas
Bento includes over 70 quick, easy, and delicious box lunch ideas
for your family.
Internet of Things in Smart Technologies for Sustainable Urban Development
IGI Global
Fundamentals of Computing and Programming in C is specifically designed
for first year engineering students covering the syllabus of various universities.
It provides a comprehensive introduction to computers and programming
using C language. The topics are covered sequentially and blended with
examples to enable students to understand the subject effectively and imbibe
the logical thinking required for software industry applications. KEY
FEATURES � Foundations of computers � Contains logical sequence of
examples for easy learning � Efficient method of program design � Plenty of
solved examples � Covers simple and advanced programming in C
National Electrical Code 2008 Index Tabs Elsevier Health Sciences
Better than fireworks, this classic Beginner Book edited by Dr.
Seuss celebrates all the wonderful things that come with summer!
From trips to the beach and eating watermelon to fireworks and
fishing, Alice Low and Roy McKie’s Summer will have young
readers eager for the kind of fun only warm breezes and sunny
weather can bring. Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books
encourage children to read all by themselves, with simple words

and illustrations that give clues to their meaning.
Over 70 Make-Ahead, Delicious Box Lunches Springer Nature
* The only PHP "cook book" available that is completely up-to-date for PHP
5 which includes teaching material for PHP 5 object-oriented features *
Complete code provided to solve all common problems PHP developers will
come across in day-to-day work as well as using built in PHP functionality *
Works well as a learn-by-example teaching book, as well as a quick solutions
book
Pro Hadoop Vervante
This is the ninth in the 300 series of circuit design books, again
contains a wide range of circuits, tips and design ideas. The book
has been divided into sections, making it easy to find related
subjects in a single category. The book not only details DIY
electronic circuits for home construction but also inspiring ideas
for projects you may want to design from the ground up. Because
software in general and microcontroller programming techniques
in particular have become key aspects of modern electronics, a
number of items in this book deal with these subjects only. Like its
predecessors in the 300 series, "308 Circuits" covers the following
disciplines and interest fields of modern electronics: test and
measurement, radio and television, power supplies and battery
chargers, general interest, computers and microprocessors, circuit
ideas and audio and hi-fi.
Techniques and Applications S. Chand
In Fossil Forensics, acclaimed Christian author and scientist Jerry Bergman
examines the many claims about evolution in the fossil record and shows why
they don't stand up to the evidence. The book includes photographs,
diagrams, illustrations, and in-depth descriptions showing why the fossils give
better evidence to creation instead of evolution.
Computer and Communication Networks Simon and Schuster
The eleventh edition of Auditing provides a simplified but thorough approach
to students understanding of auditing theory and practice. It clearly explains
the key features of auditing in short, easily accessible sections to encourage
effective learning.The authors have sought to provide a comprehensive
textbook with up-to-date research. Auditing has been completely updated to
reflect recent changes in international standards, regulatory processes and
corporate governance as well as developments in the field of auditing. The new
edition is ideal for anyone studying modules in auditing at undergraduate or
postgraduate level, or those preparing for professional examinations set by
accounting bodies such as ACCA.
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